In order to quantize the gravitational field so as to be consistent with the general relativistic treatment, we mvestigate what physical etfects the quantizable and unquantizable parts of gravttat10nal field b ave, when the matter fields exist. To construct the Hamiltonian, we show that the mteraction Eamiltoman m the mteractton representation can be obtdined by the method extended from that of Yang-Feldman. The role of the non-linear part of gravitational field for such a problem IS also discussed. Only the potenttal, obtamed by elimmatmg the longitudinal and scalar parts of graVItational field with· the atd of the supplerr.entary condition, has an etfect upon the macroscopical phenomena and gives the equatton of two-body problem m general relativity found by Einstein, Infeld and Hotfmarm. On the other hand, while the pure transverse graviton does not contribute to the macroncopical phenomena, 1t gives, m the region of high energy, the large damping etfect upon the mterac· tion between the elementary particles. § l. Introduction and summary Recendy, in connection with the difficulties encountered in the quantum field theory, the effect of the gravitational field upon the interaction between the elementaty patticles has been discussed by some authors.
§ l. Introduction and summary
Recendy, in connection with the difficulties encountered in the quantum field theory, the effect of the gravitational field upon the interaction between the elementaty patticles has been discussed by some authors.
In order to discuss the gravitational field in the theory of quantized field, we must first consider what sort of the classical gravitational equation should be quantized, and secondly examine which patt of the gravitational field quantities can be quantized and what role another patt that cannot be quantized plays in the macroscopical phenomena.
In spite of many attempts on the quantization of the gravitational field, there are neither necessaty reasons for the , quantization nor experimental ·evidences for the existence of the gravitational quanta (say, graviton). It will not be reasonable, therefore, to discuss only the quantum chatacter of gravitational field. In other words, the problem whether the field equations or field quantities that we quantize are appropriate, should be considered not merely by looking into the properties of graviton, but also by examining whether the procedure of quantization is compatible with the general relativistic treatment.
For example, if we take Einstein's gravitational equation as the one that we quantize, the gravitational field must be quantized in such a way that the patt remaining unquantized can give the same physical effects as in the general relativity.
In the linear approximation of Einstein's gravitational field equation, the metric tensor satisfies the same type of equations as those of electromagnetic potentials. Accordingly, in the quantization procedure, there will be many analogies between the gravitational and electromagnetic fields.
In the classical theory of electromagnetic ·field, the field qu2.ntit1es are composed of two parts : the transverse part for which energy and momentum form a four-vector and . behave like the energy and momentum of particles as regards its transformation properties, and the part for which this is not the case. In the quantum electromagnetic field theory, only the first part is subject to a quantization, giving rise to photons which behave like particle ; while the second remains unquantized.
The latter part composed of longitudinal and scalar parts, in the presence of matters, gives rise to the Coulomb interaction between charged matters both in the classical and in the quantum electromagnetic theories.
Analogously, in the gravitational field it will be reasonable to quantize in such a way that the unquantized part gives the gravitational potential corresponding to the Coulomb potential in the quantum electrodynamics. Then, what potential should we take as the gravitational potential between matters ? Since the unquantized part can be taken for both the macroscopical and microscopical phenomena, it will be reasonable to take a such one that contains "not only Newton potential but also retarded potential and gives rise to the equation of two-body problem in general relativity which was found by Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann') (EIH equation) . As is well known in the electrodynamics, the effect of retardation is caused by the part of interaction term which depends on the transverse electromagnetic waves ; it appears as the mutual emission of light waves between the particles. But in the gravitational theory, as we are ignorant of the transverse gravitational wave even from a macroscopical standpoint, it seems natural to deduce the retarded potential without using any transverse gravitational wave. The primary aim of this paper is to show that the quantization of the gravitational field is possible b 1 separating the field quantities in such a way that the above mentioned potential is obtained. And the secondary aim is to make clear what physical effects the graviton, obtained by quantizing the transverse gravitational field, has in the microscopical world.
For the quantization of Einstein's gravitational field, we use the coordinate condition of De Donder 2 l :
(1·1) *·** which corresponds to the Lorentz condition in the electromagnetic field.
Adopting this condition, Papapetroua> succeeded in putting the Einstein's equation in the simpler form :
where gu.~ is the energy momentum tensor of the whole system including the gravitatiOnal
On the Interaction between the Graviton and Matter Field
field itself. Taking the field equations for a 'free' gravitational field as c"~a 2 @fLV ;ax"ax~=o we can regard the entire interaction as caused by @!Lv.
(1· 3)
In order to discuss the quantum field theory of the interaction between the gravitational field and matter field (including the electrom1.gn.etic field), it will be convenient to develope the theory in the Minkowski space which can be regarded as the zero-th order approximation to the curved Riemannian space, after Gupta. 4 l. 5 l By expanding all the field quantities in powers of K, it is possible to express them as expansions in the Minkowski space. In other words, Einstein's theory can also be regarded as a theory of gravitation in flat space with a Lagrangian density containing an infinite number of terms. After passing over from the Riemannian space to the Minkowski space, we shall split the gravitational field into the linear and non-linear parts. Then we shall treat the linear part as a ' free' gravitational field, while the non-linear part is regarded as the direct interaction between the gravitons. ( § 2) In § 3, we shall consider whether the Hamiltonian formalism for the graviton interacting with the matter field can exist or not. For this purpose, following the method extended from that of Yang-Feldman, we investigate whether the interaction representation can be constructed or not. Even when we start with the first term of the interaction Lagrangian density, the interaction hamiltonian in the interaction representation does not close and is expressed as an infinite series. In consequence of this situation, there occur several complicated features. For instance, there appears infinite series of normal dependent terms in the supplementary condition and different interaction Hamiltonians are obtained according to the 11-formalism or wave formalism for the meson field, despite we start with the same interaction Lagrangian density.
We shall show that the non-linear part plays an important role to remove these unsatisfactory features.
In § 4, by eliminating the longitudinal and scalar parts of the gravitational field interacting with matter field with the aid of the supplementary condition, we obtain the gravitational potential between the matters. It is shown that EIH equation can be deduced by using this potential.
Recently, by taking into account the coordinate condition (1· 1), Belinfante 11 l has suggeEted, within the scope of classical theory, that the space has holes where matters are located. Further he observed that there is a natural cut-off radius for the fields around such a hole, which will remove the divergence difficulties met with in the quantum field theory. We consider, in § 5, how this circumstance is to be taken into account in our formalism. The interactions between the gravitons and the matter fields are the so-called interactions of the second kind/l except those between the scalar graviton and the trace of energy momentum tensor of the matter field.
From the fact that the interaction of the second kind has large field reaction., it is shown that we can obtain the non-singular qmntum electrodynamics and meson theory through replacing the free propagation function of matter fields by the one corrected by the graviton. § 2. Lagrangian density and field equations As Gupta has shown/) Einstein's gravitational theory can be regarded as a theory of gravitation in flat space with a Lagrangian density containing an infinite number of terms.
When there is no interaction between the gravitational field and other matter fields, we can take the following Lagrangian density as the zeroth order approximation
where a).= ajax)., r=r ~'"' and r ~'" is symmetrized.* The second term of (2 · 1) can be expressed as If we take the coordinate condition a.r~'.=O, we can drop the second term on the righthand side of (2 ·1), and we have
Treating r~'" and r as independent variables, (2 ·1') gives the energy momentum tensor t~'., field equations and commutation relations :
Since the conditions a.r~tv=O and r.,~'-r=O are not consistent with (2·4), they should be replaced by
respectively.*** We shall assume that the above conditions also hold when there are interactions. These supplementary conditions are used to exclude the unphysical parts of r ~<• which gives rise to the negative energy terms. In other words, by these condition" * We take the space-time coordinates as xh x~, x3 and x.=it.
In the linear approximation, the following relatton between r"'" and metric tensor 9~t> follows from
gp.v=8,.,>+1Ch~t>, T~t>=h~tv-~81t>'h, h=h~tJ.t. (2·4) is guaranteed, as shown in §4.
As the first approximation, a pure gravitational field of spin 2 will be described by the field equation
According to the present ideas of the field theory, the field equation (2 · 3 1 ) must be derived from a Lagrangian density. We must, therefore, add the Lagrangian density L 6 ' to zeroth order Lagrangian density L 6 in such a way that in the resulting field equation the quantity (2 · 2) appears in the right-hand side of (2 · 3).
In this way Gupta 4 l introduced an infinite number of terms in the Lagrangian density by successive approximations.
When there is a matter field, the problem becomes very complicated and further it seems that there exists no definite rule to obtain the interaction Lagrangian density. Therefore, we shall here introduce the interaction Lagrangian density in such a way as to be compatible with the supplementary condition (2 · 5), as follows:
We take as the starting Lagrangian density (2. 7) where hp.,=rp.v-ia~'-,r and Lm means free Lagrangian density for the matter field, T~<> energy-momentum tensor for the matter field derived from L"'.
As a simple case, we shall consider the scalar field V(x) with spin 0 and mass m as a matter field, then,
The field equations are
Since a,(Tu.,+t~'-,)#0, the first equati-on of (2·10) is not compatible with the supplementary condition (2 · 5) . At first sight, it seems that the compatibility will be satisfied by introducing an additive Lagrangian density in such a way that the following total canonical energy-momentum tensor T ;, appears in the right-hand side of the first equation of (2·10):
But, unfortunately, as r;, is not symmetrical with p. and v and ap.r;,~o(a,r:,=o), the field equation contradicts with (2 · 5) . Therefore, in order to symmetrize T ;, in such a way that the modified energy-momentum tensor is divergenceless, we must use, from the beginning, the real energy-momentum tensor tp.> for the gravitational field, instead of the canonical energy-momentum tensor t 1 ,,. fp., is obtained from tP.> by adding a diver- In this way, additive Lagrangian densities L~', L/', .. · are introduced by successive approximations. However, it will be a mathematically complicated problem to obtain the higher order interaction terms than tc 3 • § 3. Interaction representation For practical purposes it is most convenient to use the invariant perturbation theory based on the interaction representation. For interacting systems of the graviton and matter fields, there is, in general, no unitary transformation which connects the interaction representation and the Heisenberg representation. We shall, therefore, construct the interaction representation by the method which is the extension of the Yang-Feldman' ssl discussed by Takahashi, Umezawa and Katayama. 9 l
In the following, we shall take as the matter fields a Fermion of spin 1/2 and a Boson of spin 0 or I, and we shall obtain the interaction Hamiltonian for each case. As we are concerned with the discussion of the interaction between the gravitational field and matter fields, we shall take the Lagrangian density (2 ·I') as that of a pure gravitational field.
(Owing to this, there must appear some unsatisfactory features. They can be removed, however, by considering the non-linear part.)
i) Graviton-Boson (by wave aspect) system
Starting with the Lagrangian density (2·13), we replace rp.,(x, a"), V(x, a") etc., which are solutwns of free equations and are connected with the freely oscillating incoming 
in which H(x' fer) satisfies the following equations
Expressing the Heisenberg operators** TIL" (x), T (x), V(x) in the right-hand side of (3 ·1) by the quantities of xjer, we can obtain the interaction Hamiltonian
where we have simply written V(xjer), r!L,(xjer) as V, r!L, respectively, and h=n}.nph).o· Though the interaction Hamiltonian does n.ot cloEe and has infinite terms of the coupling constant, we are able to express it in a unified fotm. It should be noted that the infinite series of normal dependent terms is caused by the interaction terms which contain r and riL, for which n,r.,,#O (say, the gravitational fields other than the transverse part, § 4).
ii) Graviton-Boson (by particle asp~·t) system
In order to discuss both ~ ~pin 0 particle and a Epin 1 particle including the photon by the same type wave equation., it is convenient to describe the boson by Kemmer's (9- formalism. The Lagrangian density for this system is given by where
L= -:Ha). r!L,.a). r!L,-!a). r-a). r) -H~fl
and ~ satisfies the commutation relation*** * x/rr means x laid on II. 
when the interaction is absent.
The interaction Hamiltonian becomes Finally, we shall compare the interaction Hamiltonian (3 ·2) obtained by wave formalism with (3 · 6) obtained by /9-formalism. As shown in Appendix, the first term of ( 3 · 2) agrees with that of ( 3 · 6) . The second term of ( 3 · 6) becomes
which does not agree with that of ( 3 · 2). At first sight it seems strange that we obtained two different Hamiltonians according to different descriptions, despite we started with the ~arne Lagrangian density. We shall now show that this discrepancy is removed by taking into account the non-linear part of gravitational field.
In § 2, we have shown that we must ~dd to the ~dditive interaction Lagrangian density to preserve the compatibility of the commutation relation and the supplementary condition.
If we take account of this fact, tc 2 order term of interaction Hamiltonian becomes in the wave formalism
where H.v2 is the second term of ( 3 · 2) and L,:1 means ( 2 · 13).
Also, in /9-formalism, for the ~arne reason we rnuEt add a term L;1 to the original interaction Lagrangian density tcmf/i(/1,.(9,-~al-',)~·h,.,. It can be shown that the canonical energy-momentum tensor T .,., :
ts related to the symmetrical energy-momentum tensor fJ,., by the relation: With the aid of this relation, the additive interaction. term L;1 can be obtained :
Taking into account this term, the tc 2 order term of interaction Hamiltonian in the /9-formalism becomes (3. 12) where ~ means the second term of ( 3 · 6) . As shown in Appendix, ( 3 · 12) agrees with ( 3 · 9). Thus, the discrepancy of two Hamiltonians obtained in each formalism can be removed by considering the non-linear character of the gravitational field.
iii) Graviton-Fermion system Lagrangian density is L=-Ha}, r~'~.a}, r".-~a}, r·a}, rJ-Hiba"a"{P-a"ja~'Sb+2mibsP]
wher~ a~' is the Dirac matrix. The interaction term re~embles the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck type one. Hamiltonian is determined by the following equations :
where F(x, x') is determined so as to be able to have a solution. If we choose F(x, x') as follows:
F(x, x') =-(tc 2 /32) {S(x-x') (nA) (a'd) (nA) ·¢+a},[S(x-x') (nA)¢]a},(nA)¢ +S(x-x') (nA) (na)a~.(A},¢) +7},[S(x-x') (nA)](na)A},¢ +S (x-x'),.ll}, (na) a}, [ (nA) ¢] +'d},[S (x-x')A},] (na) (nA) ]¢ +2S (x-x') (nA) (na) (na)
where A~'=h~',a"' we can obtain the interaction hamiltonian:
H= (tc/4)¢[1-(tc/4) (nA) (na)][A,+ (nA) (na)a.]a:¢-comp. conj.

+ (tc 2 j32) [ifi (nA) (a'd·') { (nA) ¢} +ifi (nA) (na) o},• (A},¢) +ifiA}, (na) 'd/ { (nA) ¢} -ifi(nA) (na) (n'd) (nA) ·¢+ifi(nA) (na) (nA) (na) (ad')¢]-comp. conj. + (tc/2)mifi[h-(tc/4) {h 2 + (n;_h).p) 2 ]¢+0(tc 3 ) ('d/=d~' +n~' (no)).
(3 ·16)
Different from the cases i) and ii), Hamiltonian cannot be written m a simple form. 
+···]¢(x')}drr/]1Jf(rr) =0 (3·17)
where (J"" is the symmetrical energy-momentum tensor of meson in the interaction representation.
On the other hand, in order to satisfy the compatibility condition of the commutation relation and the supplementary condition, the Eecond term of (3 · 10') is necessary in 
Here, for brevity we do not take into account the second term of ( 4 · 2) whose appearence is due to the non-linear character of the gravitational field as mentioned in § 3 iv) _
Then
We shall now eliminate the gravitons other than the transverse one from the equation of motion by making use of the supplementary condition (4 ·1 1 ), and shall obtain a gravitational potential between the matters.
For this purpose, we decompose r ILV (x) into the scalar fields A<"~) (x) (a, fi= 1, 2, 3,
where N.j"l are defined by
(E11 =E22 =E33 =-E44 =-1; EILv=O (p.:rfv))
We define the pure transverse part of field quantities by (4. 5) which satisfies
Above equations assure that the transverse part has particle characters. From the commutation relation (2 · 4) <:nd equations ( 4 · 3) and ( 4 · 4), we obtain the commutation. relation for A<"~l (x) :
Further, for the converuence of later treatments we introduce AIL (x) and AIL The interaction Hamiltonian is expressed by r"'v (x), A"' (x) and A~ (x) in the following form
The supplementary codition ( 4 ·1 1 ) can be written as
We introduce the canonical transformation :
where 
o).• (no) -aD(x-x')n"' T"'. (x) T:.r (x') dO"/ (4·19)
where G is the Newton's gravitational constant:
When one of the two interacting matters is photon (for which T v-v-= 0) and the other matter is at rest, the gravitational potential between them is given by the first term of ( 4 · 22) which is two times larger than that of Newton's gravitational theory. This fact was useful to predict correctly the deflection of light rays which pass neat the surface of sun. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the case where two scalar particles with spin 0 ate interacting through the gravitons.
In the configuration space,
T"'" and T ate, then,
Further, we shall n.ow use the approximation method which consists in neglecting terms more than quadratic in. the velocities of matters, as Einstein, Infeld an.d Hoffman did.
In addition to V', there is the potential energy VT due to the interaction -(Kj 4)r · T which is the first kind interaction (see, § 5) :
The second term, say V,.r~o means retarded effect and is expressed as 11 > (4. 26)
With the aid of the relation
where H 3° is the free Hamiltonian for j-th particle, ( 4 · 26) can be written, in the configuration space, as
.Y( )". (4 6') T = 2 m,m2 1 , ~'2,r =Bpt, p2-,r, r= x1 -x2 ·:
·2
In view of (4·24) and (4·26 1 ), the last term of (4·22), say V,
, is equal to -2Vr~t· We transform total V,.t=Vr~t+V,.:t = -Vr~t so as to be interpreted as the potential term appeared in Dirac's many time formalism. By the transformation independent of past history :
Vret is modified as
in which the last term has resulted from the correction for Newton potential by the transformation ( 4 · . where we symmetrize the terms so as to preserve the Hermitean property manifestly. Thus, the effective potential is written, in the configuration space, as
There still remains the effect of the transverse part of graviton. As the interaction between the transverse graviton and scalar particle is of the second kind ( § 5) for which the validity of the perturbation expansion is doubtful, the potetttial obtained by the process of exchange of one graviton will have no definite meaning. Even if the perturbation expansion is admitted, the transverse graviton has not an effect within the scope of the approximation procedure 0 f Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann, as seen from the commutation relations for r "' " (x) given by ( 4 · 11) . 12 ) Thence, we should derive the potential without use of the transverse graviton.
That is, for the two-body problem we should use the potential ( 4 · 29) derived by eliminating the supplementary condition. Using our potential defined by ( 4 · 29), we evaluate the second time derivative of the coordinate r,' by the This shows that some part of the interaction term between the gravitational field and matter field will have a strong field reaction and will give the large damping effect. Therefore we can expect that the non-singular theory of the interaction between elementary particles may be obtained if we appropriately take into account the large field reaction due to the interaction between the graviton and matter fields.
In this section, we shall show that there is a possibility to obtain a convergent theory by using the propagation function of matter field modified by gravitational field.
In order to see whether the field reaction is so large as to suppress the high momenta states or not, we first investigate to what kind the interaction between the graviton and matter field belongs. For our purpose, it may be convenient to treat the problem in the Dyson's S-matrix formalism without separating the gravitational field into longitudinal, scalar and transverse parts. In the calculation of S-matrix, if we replace P-symbol by P*-symbol, for instance, in the case of the scalar matter field In the previous section, we showed that the interaction of the first kind, for which the perturbation expansion is admitted, and the potential obtained by eliminating the longttudinal graviton have some effect upon the macroscopical phenomena. As the interaction term between the transverse graviton and matter field is of the second kind, it will give a large damping effect.
In the following, we use the method in which some parts of the large field reaction due to the interaction of the second kind are taken into account beforehand, and then consider the remaining parts.
This method was originally proposed by N. Hu 13 > and generalized by Kamefuchi and Umezawa. 14 > They introduced the auxiliary C-meson field whose interaction with the electron is of the second kind. By using the internal electron line corrected by some part of the interaction of the second kind instead of the usual uncorrected one, they got the non-singular (convergent) quantum electrodynamics. But, in our case, instead of the artificial C-meson field, we use the gravitational field which may be considered to exist in nature.
In order to obtain the propagation function of matter fields corrected by the gravitational field, we calculate the second order self-energy part 2' (p) of matter field due to the graviton. In the first place, we shall consider the case where the matter field is the particle with spin 1/2. l,'F(p) is defined by the following part of S-matrix
By means of the usual Feynman-Dyson method, we find _2F(p) = (K~/1287!~)[~m log(4/3) ·~2 -4m 2 log(3~2/8m 2 ) +i {9/2 ·log (4/3) ·~2 +4m~log(3~2/8m 2 )} X (a:p-im) +m log(3; 2 /8m 2 ) • (a:p-im) 2 Jl' < -m 2 , the following term is to be added to (5 · 6) :
The divergent term of 2 8 The corrected propagation function Sf (p) damps faster than the uncorrected one by 1/p 2 • Therefore, this causes sufficiently rapid decrease of the integrand at infinity.
As the gravitational field interacts with Fermion and Boson on an equal footing, we must also replace the free propagation function of Boson by the one modified by the field reaction due to the interaction between the graviton and Boson. In order to treat the scalar meson and vector meson simultaneously with the photon, we calculate by Kemmer's ,&-formalism. As the interaction term we take the first term of ( 3 · 6) . By the same method as the case of the Fermion, the second order self-energy part 2B (p) of Boson due to the gravitational field becomes, for f> -m 2 , * Recently, Arnowitt & Deser and Cooper15) have shown that the divergence occurring in the interaction of the second kind has the form of essential singularities in contradistinction to the branch-point behavior of the usual "renormalizable" theory. Accordingly, the validity of the perturbation expansion is lost. By using the method which is not based on the perturbation expansion, they removed the divergent term occurring in the meson theories with derivative coupling. The infinities occurring in our system may be removed by the same method. This shows that for f'?m 2 the corrected propagation function damps faster than the uncorrected one by 1/p 2 . Thus, by using the corrected propagation functions of Fermion, photon and meson we can obtain the non-singular theory. Accordingly, there appears no divergence also in the case of the pseudo-scalar meson interacting with the nucleon field via the derivative coupling which is the interaction of the second kind. § 6. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the Hamiltonian for the entire system of gravitational field and matter field can be separated by eliminating the longitudinal and scalar graviton, in the following form where H.,. is the energy of matter field, H(; the energy of the transverse graviton, _H1 the interaction term between the transverse graviton an.d matter field, and V the gravitational potential between the matters. For the macroscopical phenomena, only the· potential That is, for the macroscopical phenomena, our quantization method of gravitational field is not in· consistent with the general relativistic treatments.
On the other hand, the transverse graviton has no effect on the macroscopical phenomena.
But, if we replace the free propagation function of matter field by the one corrected by the transverse graviton, it was useful to suppress the higher momentum states than p--1 I tc (......, 9 X 1 0 31 em-......, 3 X 10 21 m" m, : electron mass), as seen from (5 · 6) and (5 · 7).
And also, ( 4 · 22) or ( 4 · 2 9) shows that, at high momentum state p--1 I -VQ....., 2 X 1 0 22 m., the gravitational potential becomes to be comparable with Coulomb potential. Therefore, it seems to us that the gravitational field will play an important role in the region where the internal structure of elementary particles comes into question. The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. Y. Mimura for his kind interest in this work.
